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Abstract 
In this paper, a cost-oriented model, covering various factors involved in highway alignments, is constructed and the 
highway aligning is hereby reduced to a cost optimization problem accordingly. Highway aligning is categorized as a 
complicated multi-objective problem, in which modeling plays a decisive role in the budget for operating and 
engineering costs. Adopting the powerful genetic operator in the genetic algorithm, a novel genetic algorithm for 
aligning is proposed. This method, retaining the evolving stability of those superior individuals, fully enhances the 
converging speed and solution accuracy and, to certain extent, remedies the deficiencies in generality of conventional 
ways in coping with prematurity. Experiments show that the new method makes remarkable progress in robustness 
and effectiveness compared with other ones and it possesses significant values in engineering applications 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
Highway alignment design model optimization is a complex multi-objective decision-making 
problem; the model establishment largely determines the operating and engineering cost of highways [1]. 
Highway alignment optimization model is an algorithm which aimed to help the designer to choose the 
most optimal scheme between the start point and end point. Because there are always several schemes for 
alignment design between begin point and end point, each scheme has advantages and disadvantages, so it 
is an important task to creat an algorithm model to find out the optimal scheme rapidly, but its complexity 
for applications extremely limits it to obtain a practical algorithms for searching. So adopting the 
powerful genetic operator in the genetic algorithm, a novel genetic algorithm for aligning is proposed. 
This method, retaining the evolving stability of those superior individuals, fully enhances the converging 
speed and solution accuracy. 
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2. Construction of highway alignment design model 
According to the characteristics of highway alignment design, Factors involved in the design can be 
transformed into a cost-oriented model.The highway construction cost factors can be put into three 
categories: geographic position properties, highway length and design constraint respectively[2][3]:  
Csum = Cs+ Cu+ Cp  (1) 
Where  Csum is total cost ,  Cs  is construction cost ,   Cu  is user’s cost,   Cp is maintenance cost. 
2.1.  Highway construction cost 
Construction cost is the cost  required to build highway, which includes : cost of land acquisition and 
removal resettlement, earthwork cost, structure cost. 
Cs = CRw+ CE+ CLO  (2) 
Where  CRw is cost of land acquisition,  CE  is earthwork cost ,   CLO  is structure cost. 
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    Where  CTe is temporary  land occupation,  CJc  is permanent  land occupation. Vc(i) is i cross section 
earthwork cut amount,  Vf(i)  is i fill  amount,CH is haul length. 
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     Where L is length of subgrade and pavement,  Kp is the cost of unit,  Cu
B is cost of Superstructure, CL
B
is cost of substructure, m is interchange numbers of i style,   Ko(i) is cost  of  No i kind construction. 
2.2. Users cost 
        Users cost includes running cost, time cost and accident cost. Fuel consumption cost, the 30 percent 
of the running cost, the largest portion in total, is the only factor concern with alignment to optimize the 
alignment. Running cost only reflects the fuel consumption cost in this paper. 
Cu = CF+ CT+ Cc  (5) 
Where  CF is fuel consumption cost,  CT  is time cost ,   CLO  is accident cost. 
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    Where  Cc(i) is alignment curve penalty value,  Uc  is cost per accident, b is penalty coefficient,  Ri  is 
radius of curve, Rmin  is minimum radius of curve. 
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2.3. Establishment of objective function 
Based on the analysis above, model of total cost can be represented as: 
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The funtion indicate that the value of adaptive function will increase and optimal result will be better 
with the decrease of objective function value, x0, y0, z0 mean point minimum value, xmax, ymax, zmax mean 
point  maximum value，n  number of mean points。 i is profile slope  which must less than the max 
profile slope in the period  xpj, ypj, zpj located. 
3. Design of Algorithm 
3.1. Mutation probability on the performance of algorithm 
Suppose S={0,1}1 as individual space, for a given individual and the mutation probability, mutation 
operator Tm effects on the X ,which is independent  to the change of each component for the  X  by the 
probability Pm, so there is ׊X∈S.
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Therefore the step transition probability matrix PK(X, Y) of  Markov chain is nonnegative and has 
nothing to do with K, which is homogeneous, aperiodic and irreducible, The sequence of population is 
started from a state that will be achieved any state in the SN within a limited probability of 1, From the 
above, as long as there is variation, genetic algorithm will not be converge. 
3.2. The evaluation standard of the population diversity 
In order to evaluate whether the algorithm tends to mature, which need a evaluation standard. For the 
dissimilarity of any two individuals (a, b)  and the population dissimilarity are expressed as: 
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l is the length of gene chain, aj is first j gene of gene chain of individual a, and bj is first j gene of gene 
chain of individual b;⊕ is x or operator, N  is the total number of the individual of the population.  
According to above considerations, the greater the dissimilarity between individuals results in the 
greater difference between the two individuals, which expresses the better the diversity of population 
representative, and vice versa. When f (a,b) is closer to 0, that is almost the same among the two 
individuals.
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3.3. Mutation probability on the performance of the Population diversity 
The experiment shows a reasonable increase in mutational probabilities can enhance the diversity of 
species to prevent the premature convergence of genetic algorithms. When a premature convergence 
occurs, by increasing the mutational probability, optimum information obtained will be destroyed and 
converging speed will be negatively influenced. In short, a well-chosen mutational probability is of 
utmost importance. Experiments show that the probability should be within the range 0.01-0.1 to retain 
the species diversity. 
3.4. Coding scheme and genetic operations 
In order to keep the mutational operator within the range 0.01-0.1, a self-adapting genetic algorithm 
with mutational operator for highway aligning optimization is proposed in this paper.   
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       Pm refers to the mutational probability, f ’ refers to the degree of individual adaptability, f ’avg refers 
to the average adaptability of the current species and  f ’max refers to the maximum adaptability of the 
current species.  
4. The experiment and result analysis 
In order to verify the performance of the algorithm, a third class, mountain located highway is chose 
to analyse the effect of optimization. The highway runs through a complicated terrain and has an 
interactive influence with ground object. This tested segment, third class highway with a 30km/h design 
speed, is 1.1km long, its subgrade width is 7.5m, stake distance is 50m, Minimum radius is 45m and 
maximum profile slope is 8%. 
Table 1. Optimization result of genetic algorithm 
Iterations F f（MY） Cs(MY) Cu(MY) Cp(MY) L（km）
1 0.00052 1934.19 1743.0 145.3 45.89 0.86 
13 0.00053 1884.85 1697.5 144.1 43.25 0.91 
35 0.00077 1294.74 1127.5 138.45 28.79 0.99 
49 0.00080 1244.03 1078.5 138.54 26.99 1.07 
70 0.00082 1212.67 1050.6 136.64 25.43 1.09 
90 0.00083 1208.18 1048.3 134.87 25.01 1.00 
100 0.00083 1206.09 1047.5 134.01 24.58 1.10 
Note: MY=million yuan 
Table 2. Average value after 40 times solving to the experimental region 
Algorithm Iterations t/s Fitness L（km）
GA [4] 100 120.1 0.0008503 1.20 
EGA[5] 100 94.3 0.0008401 1.14 
Our algorithm 100 80.1 0.0008306 1.01 
      Base on the characteristic that Table 1 and Table 2 have shown, a result close to optimal has been 
found after 49th generation, the following figure shows the alignment location of 13th,35th and100th 
generation and also illustrates how the alignment adjust to the location with the lowest comprehensive 
cost . In case of 13th generation, alignment lies in a low elevation area which leads to an unbalanced 
profile index and unsatisfactory crossing type with railway, all these factors raises the construction and 
operation cost. As the increase of evolution generation, the alignment index becomes balanced gradually 
and the crossing type with railway goes to satisfactory, at the same time, demolition of the village is 
avoided. 
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  Fig.1 the degree of population diversity                                                       Fig.2(a) result of alignment optimization 
Fig.2(b) comparison the paper algorithm with GA                                       Fig.2(c) comparison the paper algorithm with EGA 
5. Conclusion 
This paper transfers all the factors involved in the highway design to a cost-optimized-oriented model 
and designs a variety parallel genetic algorithm to optimize highway design. While maintaining evolution 
stability of excellent individual, the algorithm can improve convergence rate and accuracy and avoid 
premature convergence generated by mutation probability. It makes up generalization-lacking defects of a 
single species or steady parameters in premature overcoming. Finally, the algorithm is verified which 
achieves a good result. This algorithm provides a useful method for highway design. 
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